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Changes between -04 and -06 and next steps

- -04 addressed the early IoTDir review by Russ Housley
- The changes in -05 and -06 consisted of editorial changes only
- Working Group Last Call on -06. Reviews by Marco Tiloca and Thomas Fossati:
  - “I have reviewed this document and I think it’s largely ready. Please find below some suggestions for rephrasing, clarifications, and minor fixes.”
  - “I have reviewed -06 with a focus on the (D)TLS parts and it looks good to me. Nits:”
- Next steps are to address the received comments and update references to RFC 9528 (EDHOC) and RFC 9529 (EDHOC Traces).
- A possible new reference is draft-mattsson-tls-super-jumbo-record-limit which optimized the TLS 1.3 record header.
- Suggested at IETF 119 to publish together with cTLS.